ASI Senate Meeting Minutes May 19th, 2017

I. CALL TO ORDER at 1:18 PM

II. ROLL CALL
   Present: Louie C. Ramos, Maurisha Simpson-Shepard, Pavel Radostev, Joshua Peckham, Michael Yee

   Late:

   Not Present: Kassandra Mariscal, Joe Brandao, Joanna Giron, Ryan Finazzo, Erik Pinlac

III. ACTION ITEM - Approval of the Agenda
   Motion to make an amendment to the agenda and change April 22nd to April 21st by Joshua Peckham, second by Michael Yee, motion PASSED.

   Motion to approve the agenda of May 19th, 2017 by Joshua Peckham, second by Pavel Radostev, motion PASSED.

IV. ACTION ITEM – Approval of the Minutes of April 21st, 2017
   Motion to amend last meetings minutes to include Michael Yee’s name, by Michael Yee, motion PASSED.

   Motion to approve the minutes of April 21st, 2017 with Michael Yee’s name, motion PASSED.

V. PUBLIC COMMENT – Public Comment is intended as a time for any member of the public to address the committee on any issues affecting ASI and/or the California State University, East Bay.
   No Public Comment

4:22

VI. UNFINISHED ITEMS:

1. INFORMATION ITEM: SENATOR EVENT UPDATES
   Joshua Peckham informs the senate on two upcoming senator events. The first event is “Advising Adventure” and the purpose is to get students to go out and meet with all of their advisors in order to receive a raffle ticket. The second event is “Shot of Reality” and each student will go from table to table and gather information that has something to do with the table’s theme in regards to school. Students will be asked a question on the information they’ve acquired and will be given a giveaway if answered correctly. Louie C. Ramos also reminds the senate on “Coco and Cram” which will take place later towards the end of the quarter. Even though the senate will not be in office during this time frame Louie C. Ramos still encourages the current senate to show support.

8:18
VII. NEW BUSINESS:

1. INFORMATION ITEM: ASI SENATE SUGGESTIONS
   Louie C. Ramos had senators fill out suggestions for the future presidents of UA and suggestions for future senate position. Louie C. Ramos informs the senate that their term is almost over so it’s important that the senate incorporates these suggestions in their transition binder in order to include resources for the senate coming in next year.

10:32

VIII. ROUND TABLE REMARKS
   Joshua Peckham gives a brief walk through on how these transition binders should be made and what should be included. He gives the committee a few examples as well as common techniques that can be used when creating these binders in order to make them better. He encourages the senate to leave a contact list and a list of all the events that were planned. This will give next year’s senate a heads up when it comes to decreasing inaccuracy.

   Louie C. Ramos thanks the senate for everything they’ve done and the hard work they have put in. He tells the senate to continue to be great followed by another thank you

IX. ADJOURNMENT at 1:34 PM
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